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When it comes to estate planning, executing your will and other estate documents is only the first
step. To help ensure that your estate plan stays in tune with your goals and needs, it’s important
to review and update it on an ongoing basis. Working with your financial advisor and attorney,
use this checklist as a starting point to keep your estate plan in good shape.
1. Check trust funding. Trusts are often used to preserve privacy, minimize estate taxes or
administration expenses, or transfer assets to beneficiaries according to specific wishes. If
you have executed a trust, consult with your attorney and financial advisor to determine
which assets should be owned by your trust or should have the trust named as a
beneficiary. Keep in mind that assets not owned by the trust will not be subject to its
provisions.
2. Account for any life changes. Have you experienced personal or financial changes since
you executed your estate documents—for instance, the arrival of a new family member or
a significant increase in assets? If so, be sure to update your documents to reflect those
changes and take advantage of asset protection measures, if necessary.
3. Update beneficiary designations. Outdated beneficiary designations can derail an estate
plan. Review your designations to ensure that the correct people are named, rather than a
deceased family member or ex-spouse. If your children were minors when you last
reviewed your beneficiary designations, they may now be ready to receive the assets
directly.
4. Review trustee and agent appointments. While reviewing your beneficiary
designations, also reevaluate who you have appointed as executor of your estate, trustee
of your trust, or as your agent under your powers of attorney for health care and finances.
Are the people you named still ready to carry out your wishes? Will they be capable of
administering your assets in an appropriate manner?
5. Review provisions of powers of attorney and health care directives. Ongoing changes
to federal and state laws won’t necessarily invalidate a document that’s already been
executed; however, such changes may limit your agent’s ability to carry out his or her
duties. For example, changes to privacy laws may prevent your agent from accessing
pertinent medical information. To accomplish your planning goals, it may be necessary to
expand your agent’s authority.
6. Prepare for the distribution of personal effects. If your will includes directions for the
distribution of your personal effects, consider informing your executor or administrator
ahead of time and providing him or her with a copy of the list. Or you may wish to leave
a separate list, if permitted under your state’s law. In short, the person handling your
estate should be aware of your wishes so that your personal items don’t disappear on a
first-come, first-served basis before the formal probate process begins.

7. Understand your documents. Ask your attorney and financial advisor as many
questions as necessary to ensure that you have a clear understanding of each document in
your estate plan. If it’s been some time since you executed your estate plan and you can’t
remember something, ask again. Estate planning can be complex, but it’s essential that
you understand the whole process.
This material has been provided for general informational purposes only and does not constitute either tax or legal
advice. Although we go to great lengths to make sure our information is accurate and useful, we recommend you
consult a tax preparer, professional tax advisor, or lawyer.
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